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Who is the ID Agent Security Team?

Meet the ID Agent Security Team! Three heroes who work 
together to help people and businesses protect 
their information from being stolen by bad guys.

Billy, Penny, and Danny work very hard to 
guard important Digital Data like passwords, files, 

banking documents, personal information, business 
secrets or anything else that is stored on a computer or 

in the cloud and keep it protected and safe!

Billy
Danny

Penny



How do 
they Help?

The Security Team is a special part of ID Agent!
We help companies figure out where they have Risk, 

like if their employees don’t know all the security 
rules or they need to use better passwords. When our 

team finds a Risk, we use our tools to help fix it 
and Protect the company from being hacked or robbed 

by bad guys and losing their valuable digital data.



Billy the Bull loves to fish
But bad guys go ‘phishing’ too
If you give your information away
Then the fish they might catch is you!





Penny the Pachyderm remembers things
Like passwords and logins and numbers in strings

So don’t write your passwords and logins down
Because bad guys know that’s where they can be found!

Color Penny on 
the next page!





Danny Dalmatian never takes a vacation
He searches the Dark Web with determination
He’s on the hunt for your information
And when he finds it he barks in celebration!

Color Danny 
on the next 

page!









START 
HERE!





START 
HERE!



Thanks for playing 
with us  ̶  and stay safe!



All About ID Agent
ID Agent is a company that makes cybersecurity software and  other tools, so 
that IT teams can keep customers and employees safe from the people who 
try to hack into networks and steal data or other valuable property. The team 
at ID Agent works very hard to build these tools to help companies of all sizes, 
all over the world.

This Activity Book teaches about Digital Risk Protection, and ID Agent has 
three very important products that make up their DRP Solution.

Dark Web ID is a tool that 
monitors the areas of the 
web where bad actors buy 
and sell things illegally, like 
stolen user names and 
passwords. IT Teams all 
over the world trust Dark 
Web ID to make sure they 
know if their credentials 
are on the Dark Web.

BullPhish ID allows IT Teams 
to teach employees good 
cybersecurity practices, and 
to recognize when someone 
is trying to trick them. It 
sends short teaching videos 
with a test at the end, and 
practice phishing emails, so 
people learn to be a strong 
defense for their company!

Passly is a Secure Identity & 
Access Management platform. 
That means it helps IT Teams  
make sure the right people can 
access the right business tools 
from the right devices and 
locations. It makes life easier so 
you don’t have to remember a 
bunch of passwords for 
different logins!
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